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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn
more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from
our chosen links. It's important to make sure entryways to your home are properly secured to
keep your belongings and your family safe. Choosing the right door lock setup will ensure that
your home is easily accessible to you but stays shut against intruders. Door locks include
mechanisms for both doorknobs and deadbolts, and can also include features like keyless
entry, Wi-Fi connectivity, or a touchscreen control pad. To help you find the right choice, here,
the best door locks. A door lock should keep your home safe and secure while providing easy
access for you and your invited guests. The Kwikset Juno is a no-nonsense lock with the
highest grade of residential lock security ANSI Grade 1 and a simple way to rekey the locks for
security reasons or convenience. This combo set includes both the entry doorknob and a single
cylinder deadbolt. This is especially useful for rental properties, if you tend to lose your keys, or
if you want to set all the locks in your home to use the same key. Reviewers consistently
comment on the easy installation of this door lockset and the quality fit and finish it provides.
Unlike conventional pushbuttons, the Schlage Connect Touchscreen Door Lock has a
fingerprint-resistant screen that is specifically designed to resist wear patterns. This door lock
utilizes Z-Wave technology to connect the device to popular smart home systems, including
SmartThings and Wink. It also integrates with Amazon Alexa, as long as you have it connected
to a compatible smart home hub. Of course, this lock works really well to just grant keyless
entry. People with rental properties or frequent visitors appreciate being able to use up to 30
unique codes to control access with this door lock. The Addalock Travel Door Lock is an easy
way to instantly add to the security of any door lock. This portable door lock is a small, slim
device that travels easily in your backpack, purse, or suitcase and can be installed on many
different types of doors. Constructed of a stainless-steel plate, the Addalock is installed from
the inside of a door and prevents even a key from unlocking the door. This portable door lock
has been widely used by travelers, apartment dwellers, and anyone else who feels concerned
that someone with a key might gain unauthorized access through a locked door. It truly is an
easy way to increase your peace of mind. Ditch your keys and keep things simple with a
top-selling keyless door lock like the Schlage Camelot Keypad Entry with Flex-Lock. The
exterior lever handle is paired with a push-button keypad that allows you to program unique
entry codes and gain access sans key, while the interior handle features a thumb turn to secure
the door from the inside. The myriad of positive reviews for the Schlage Camelot mention the
simple installation and the function of the flex-lock. The lock comes pre-programmed with two
unique codes, so the initial set-up is simple. One of the most common complaints about keyless
door locks relates to battery life. One advantage of this model is the fact that the 9V battery is
housed on the interior side of the door lockâ€”keeping it out of extreme temperatures that can
drain battery life. However, if your battery life seems limited, it may be that the lock cylinder is
having trouble making a smooth transition to the lock position. You can use a conventionally
keyed deadbolt for extra security if necessary. Make a good first impression with an elegant and
stylish front door lock, like the Kwikset Belleview Handleset. This set includes an arched handle
and deadbolt for exterior access, paired with a simple interior doorknob and deadbolt thumb
turn. However, this is a stylish and updated front door lock that reviewers consistently praise
for its value and sturdy construction. A deadbolt is a common way to secure exterior doors, and
the Kwikset deadbolt is a longstanding option with a reputation for simple installation and
operation. As a single cylinder deadbolt, it only accepts a key from the exterior side of the lock,
while a thumb turn controls the lock from the interior. This a no-nonsense deadbolt that's
available in multiple finishes to match your existing hardware. It features an ANSI Grade 3
security rating; pairing it with a locking door handle is an option for increasing home security
further. The biggest advantage of the Kwikset door lock is the fact that it features SmartKey
technology. So if you already have an existing door lock, you can key the Kwikset to match in a
matter of moments. The Powerbolt 2 features a 6-button keypad that can be programmed with
up to a half-dozen unique user codes. It also features an auto-lock feature, which gets mixed
reviews but can be customized during setup. Some people prefer to turn this function off.
Overall, the Kwikset Powerbolt 2 is a good value for a keyless deadbolt. You can program up to
unique codes using the digital keypad. Even better is the fact that you can remotely lock or
unlock the door using the Schlage Home app or Key by Amazon app and see a log of activity
and receive push notifications to your smart device. Reviewers appreciate using the virtual
unlocking feature of the Schalge Encode to receive important packages or grant access to pet
sitters, house guests, and more. The most unique feature of the Schlage Encode is that it skips
the hassle of connecting to a smart home hub. This simple set provides the essentials when it
comes to keeping your home safe and secure. The AmazonBasics set includes two sets of door
handles and locks. This means you can install matching brand-new locking doorknobs and

deadbolts on both your front door and garage door or other any exterior or interior door that
needs to be secured. Keyless vs. Keyed Entry Most locks on the market require a key to unlock
them, but if you lose your keys or need to give access to someone new, you'll need to get
another set made or call a locksmith to let you in. Keyless locks can be accessed by anyone
with the right code, but set up takes some programming and keeping them going can require
frequent battery changes. Grade 3 locks, which are common for residential homes, are not are
secure as grade 2 or grade 1 locks. If you are concerned about security for whatever reason,
choosing a lock with a grade of 1 or 2 may help put your mind at ease. The 9 Best Door Locks of
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to 9 of 9 below. The deadbolt on your front door right now likely serves its purpose. It locks, it
unlocks and keeps out any unwanted guests. And that's enough. However, if you're tired of
leaving keys under your mat like everyone else , or you don't want multiple keys floating
around, a smart lock might be the answer. Smart locks won't necessarily make your home any
safer, but they allow for more control. You can lock and unlock your door from anywhere and
extend digital "keys" to friends, family, caregivers or anyone else who regularly visits your
home. Sure, you can still use a regular ol' key to open a smart-lock-equipped door or most of
them , anyhow , but don't be too quick to discount the convenience of connectivity -- especially
when your hands are full of grocery bags, squirming tiny humans or anything else that makes it
tough to rummage around for your keys. And when you crawl into bed, only to second guess
whether you locked the door or not, you won't need to throw on a bathrobe and stumble to the
front door. You can just pick up your phone and check the lock status. That said, not all smart
locks are the same. There are keyless options, Bluetooth options, locks that use your
fingerprint , locks that fit on your existing deadbolt and complete deadbolt replacement locks. It
can be tricky to navigate if you're new to smart home tech. Here's a look at today's smart lock
options, what you need to know before buying one, and how to choose the right lock for your
home. With some smart locks, you can hang on to the deadbolt that you already have. They're
typically described as "retrofit" options, and they can be great for renters or anyone not wanting
to change keys. All three work with a lot of standard deadbolt brands. Here's August's and
Kwikset's deadlock compatibility charts for more details. The August Smart Lock clamps over
your existing deadbolt and can turn it automatically whenever you want it to. With these retrofit
setups, you get to keep the hardware already defending your door and add a layer of
connectivity over top of it. This also means you get to keep your physical keys. Retrofit smart
locks are the simplest way to add connectivity to your door without replacing your entire
deadbolt system. The other option is to replace your existing deadbolt altogether. There's even
an "invisible" smart lock called Level Lock , that is just a deadbolt replacement, so you can
keep your existing hardware. Locks like these will take a little more time and effort to install, but
it's definitely doable for a novice DIYer. Since most locks are entire deadbolt replacements,
you're going to have significantly more options if you go this route. Similar to the retrofit
versions, you just need a screwdriver and about 20 minutes. Just remember to make sure that
your door is smart-lock compatible before buying in. Another tip: Snap a picture of your
existing setup before you begin, so you can reverse the install if you run into any unexpected
issues with the new smart lock. A new deadbolt may mean a new set of keys unless you choose
a keyless model , so everyone in your family who wants a physical key will need a copy of the
new one. A smart lock needs to be able to communicate with the rest of your smart home setup
and with your phone. There are pros and cons to each, so you'll want to be sure to understand
the differences before making a purchase. Bluetooth is a common smart-lock protocol because
it doesn't burn through battery life as quickly as Wi-Fi does. After all, it's not like you can plug
your deadbolt in, and who will remember to change the batteries on a door lock? With
Bluetooth, your lock's batteries should last a year or longer. The downside to Bluetooth is that
your range is somewhat limited -- roughly feet in a best-case scenario, and probably a lot less
than that depending on how your home is laid out. It's enough to control your lock while you're
at home, but wander too far afield and you'll lose the connection. Something else to keep in
mind is that Bluetooth locks will connect directly with your phone or tablet. You don't need any
sort of hub device to act as translator, since your phone already speaks the language. That's
convenient if your smart-home aspirations end at your lock, but hubs grant you the ability to
control multiple connected devices from a single app, which can be more convenient than
dividing home control among an assortment of device-specific apps. There are still some neat

integrations available with Bluetooth-only smart locks, though. For instance, the August lock
has an opt-in auto-unlock feature that's tied to your phone's Bluetooth. Lock your front door,
leave home, then return within Bluetooth range, and your front deadbolt will automatically
unlock. If you want to control your lock remotely, adding passcodes or letting people in while
you're away, you're going to need a Z-Wave hub or Wi-Fi-connected smart lock. Z-Wave smart
locks are available from brands like Schlage, Poly-Control and others. Unlike Bluetooth locks,
Z-Wave locks don't connect directly with your phone. Instead, they'll need to connect to a
Z-Wave-compatible hub. That hub will translate the lock's Z-Wave signal into something your
router can understand -- once it does, you'll be able to connect with your lock from anywhere.
The Wink Hub can translate a Z-Wave smart lock's transmissions into something your router
can understand. Here are the complete lists of SmartThings - and Wink -compatible locks. The
range of a Z-Wave connection is about feet, so the lock will need to be at least that close to the
hub -- though additional Z-Wave devices can act as range extenders by repeating the signal
from the hub and sending it further. The Z-Wave signal can bounce up to four different times,
for a maximum range of about feet walls, doors and other obstructions will all take a toll on
range. This can either leave you feeling disappointed that you don't have detailed, dedicated
settings for your lock, or happy to not be downloading yet another app with yet another log-in.
Again, it's all about preference here. Z-Wave's biggest setback is the requirement of an
additional hub to talk to Wi-Fi. The plus side is that you can connect to more third-party devices
than a standard Bluetooth lock -- if you have SmartThings or another hub. But, if you don't plan
to use a bunch of other devices in conjunction with your lock, Z-Wave may not be right for you.
Wi-Fi is available as an optional add-on with some smart locks. Once you've plugged in these
accessory devices and made that connection, you can control your lock from anywhere with an
Internet connection. Schlage and Kwikset are also ditching Wi-Fi modules, so I'd advise against
filling up another outlet in your home with a Wi-Fi module if you aren't dead set on a specific
smart lock. That said, built-in Wi-Fi will likely drain your batteries quicker than Bluetooth, so
stock up on the required batteries. With Wi-Fi enabled, you can lock and unlock your door
remotely, create new users or access codes from anywhere and view your lock's status and
activity log. Connecting your smart lock to the internet with Wi-Fi is going to give you the most
options for features, including integration with Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa. Related to all
of this protocol-talk is the question of interoperability with products from other manufacturers.
With the Z-Wave locks that work over "universal" hubs like SmartThings and Wink , this
functionality is built in. That means other smart gadgets that are compatible with your Z-Wave
hub should have some level of integration with your smart lock. That's a reasonable option
when you have a hub that speaks both Zigbee and Z-Wave. The Schlage model works with Siri
today, and August allows you to use voice control to lock and unlock your door with a PIN code.
Then there's Amazon's Alexa. After first rolling out support for the August Smart Lock,
Amazon's virtual voice assistant now has an entire set of software development tools for smart
lock integrations , along with a whole host of partners, including Yale, Kwikset, Schlage and the
Z-Wave Alliance. As a result, it's easier than ever to find a smart lock that you can control with
Alexa voice commands for locking, unlocking or checking the lock status. Google is also in the
mix with Google Assistant. There are clear variations among smart locks in terms of installation,
wireless technology and integration with third-party products, but they all do roughly the same
thing -- give you advanced, remote control access to a space. But there are still nuances in
terms of how that advanced smart control happens. Don't have your lock's app pulled up? Just
enter your secret code and voila! Your door will open without a key. That said, installing a smart
lock doesn't necessarily mean giving up your key. You might not need to use one if you choose
to rely on coded or app-enabled entry, but most smart locks still let you use your key, too. With
smart locks like those, you can lose your keys for good -- and there's zero risk of someone
breaking in by picking your lock. Locks like August don't come with touchpads as a standard
option, but they do offer plenty of useful automatic functions -- use the auto-unlock feature and
you shouldn't have to do anything -- no app, no secret pin, no effort at all. The Sesame Lock,
however, did have a functioning "knock to unlock" feature, if that's something that appeals to
you. The Kwikset Kevo was much more successful -- if it detects your smartphone or a keychain
fob, it'll let you in with just a tap. Each brand seems to take a slightly different approach, but the
results are pretty much the same. Think about the one that makes the most sense to you and go
from there. Some locks offer scheduled key codes, allowing certain access codes to work only
during specific days and times. Some locks also include activity history, letting you know when
doors are locked and unlocked and by which access codes. The Kwikset Premis allows you to
limit access to specific days and times or create codes that expire after a set amount of time.
Another general concern is battery life, but this will vary significantly for all smart locks based
on how much you lock or unlock your door, the quality of the batteries you're using, if your

deadbolt occasionally sticks and requires extra effort from the built-in motor, and even the
weather -- colder temperatures can hurt battery life. Battery power shouldn't deter you from
buying a smart lock you love, though. In fact, almost all keyless smart locks now include a pair
of jumpstart nodes on the bottom of the lock. Grab a 9V battery and connect it to the nodes for
just enough power to enter your keypad code and unlock the lock. Smart locks can grant
convenient access to more than just your friends, family and neighbors. An Amazon Key kit
includes the Amazon Cloud Cam and compatible smart lock for in-home delivery of all your
Prime packages. Current smart lock choices include models from Kwikset, Yale and Schlage.
You can check out the options on Amazon's Key site. Amazon Key aims to eliminate the porch
problem by letting delivery people put packages inside your front door. If the idea of someone
unlocking your door to deliver a package makes you nervous, you're not alone. Companies
pioneering this territory are well aware of consumer resistance. But, if the thought of packages
delivered inside your home safe from would-be thieves and mother nature appeals to you,
August, Yale, Schlage and Kwikset are likely to have the most in-home delivery compatible
locks, at least for now. As we mentioned earlier, a smart lock doesn't necessarily equal a safer
lock. If you're skeptical of the whole smart home thing and are unsure about a lock that's linked
over Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or another protocol, this sort of product definitely isn't for you and that's
OK. And if you're ever going to unlock your door with voice commands, you should absolutely
use a PIN. With smart locks, it's really all about adding a small convenience to your daily life.
They can make getting into your house easier when your arms are full and your keys are out of
reach. They can also save you a trip the hardware store to have a key made for a new roommate
or having to rush home on your lunch break to let in a service professional. In the end, there's
no right answer in terms of the model you should buy, but considering key details see what I did
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